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Kit Check Adds Two Sales Veterans With Experience from CareFusion and
Omnicell

Kit Check expands its sales team by adding Kevin Henry and John Muldoon who have recently
worked for CareFusion and Omnicell respectively. Both have deep experience in medication
supply tracking in the OR and throughout hospitals.

Washington, DC (PRWEB) August 18, 2014 -- Kit Check™ (http://kitcheck.com), the leader in hospital
pharmacy kit processing and medication tracking software, today announced the addition of two sales veterans
to service the growing demand for the Kit Check and Anesthesia Check solutions. Kevin Henry joins Kit Check
from CareFusion where he has served as a senior sales consultant in the Pyxis Medication Dispensing team.
Kevin will be responsible for the Florida, Alabama and Mississippi territory. John Muldoon joins Kit Check
from Axion Health and previously spent 14 years as one of the top 10 sales directors at Omnicell. John will lead
sales in the Southwestern United States.

“Kit Check’s customer base is growing quickly and we are adding sales directors and account managers
monthly to meet the demand. Kevin Henry and John Muldoon both bring robust experience to the team in
medication supply management in the pharmacy and the OR suite. It was important to us to grow the team with
people who understand pharmacist and anesthesiologist needs as well as technology. Kevin and John fit that
description and will enable us to provide an even higher level of service in the Southeastern and Southwestern
United States,” said Kit Check Vice President of Sales Doug Zurawski.

Kevin Henry joins Kit Check from CareFusion’s Pyxis division, which acquired his previous company,
PhACTS, in 2012 where he served as Eastern Region Sales Director. Earlier in his career, Kevin held sales
executive roles at Mobile Aspects, Talyst and Cardinal Health. He is a graduate of the University of Central
Florida. Mr. Henry commented, “Kit Check is the first technical solution that reliably leverages RFID
technology for medication tracking in the hospital. The system performance, alignment with hospital
workflows, and efficiency gains deliver clear value for pharmacy directors. It’s an easy solution to get excited
about.”

John Muldoon most recently served as Western Regional Sales Director for Axion Health. Earlier in his career,
he served in sales executive roles at Honeywell, Baxter/Caremark and McMurray Stern. John also spent 14
years at Omnicell, where he sold automated pharmacy supply and dispensing solutions. He is a graduate of
Loyola University of Chicago. Mr. Muldoon commented, “I have spent a lot of time in hospital pharmacies and
OR suites and both the Kit and Anesthesia Check products provide remarkable benefits that are entirely new.
They reduce wasted motion and unproductive activities, while generating greater accuracy and visibility. Kit
Check is filling the automation gaps faced by anesthesiologists and pharmacists. I look forward to helping real
people by making their everyday challenges a little bit easier.”

About Kit Check™

Kit Check™ is the leader in automated hospital pharmacy kit processing and medication tracking software.
Since 2012, Kit Check™ has focused on replacing time consuming and error prone manual processes in
hospital medication handling with faster and safer automation technologies driven by a scalable cloud software
platform. Kit Check™ is headquartered in Washington, DC and serves hospitals throughout the United States.
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Contact Information
Bret Kinsella
Kit Check™
http://kitcheck.com
+1 (202) 556-0228

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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